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Jason Donnelly carved his own funny, scary, or beautiful pumpkin carving this Halloween. Your whole family will find much to love about these simple pumpkin carving ideas. We have everything from kid-friendly (and simple!) smiling carved faces to gorgeous carved pumpkin monograms for your front entrance. Plus, our free pumpkin carving templates make these super designs easy to create! Brie
Passano carved her favorite furry friend into a pumpkin this Halloween. This creepy (but not scary) pumpkin carving idea creates a silhouette of a cat against a full moon. Use our free cat pumpkin carving template scraping design, rather than using traditional carving methods. The thinned pumpkin meat behind the cat will give the pumpkin a warm glow that looks like a real moonlight. Advertising Advertising
by Adam Albright This farm-inspired pumpkin is about using your imagination. Carve out a barn-shaped hole and fill it with mini straw bales and small pumpkin animals. No-carve cow and pic leave using paint, felt and glue-customize them to look like your favorite critters. Make children into free supplies, and they are sure to fashion a full farm will. Brie Passano get paw printing template Either this paw
printing pumpkin template is a regular ol' dog print that has been expanded by a factor of ten, or it's true-to-life werewolf printing. Use our stencil to make this Halloween pumpkin. If each of your family members makes pumpkins, carve out an extra for your pet to make your pumpkin family complete. If you feel ambitious, use one of our free dog breed templates to carve out one that looks just like your puppy!
Advertising Jason Donnelly Change your porch into a pirate ship with this light skull-and-crossbones pumpkin cut out. The partially carved skull provides a haunting atmosphere, while the light of the candle inside shines through the eyes and crossed bones. Carp this design into a pumpkin of any color-black will look like a classic pirate flag! Greg Scheidemann's kids get a kick out of the cheeky (and
cheesecake!) pumpkin carving idea for kids. Simply coat real or faux pumpkins with a soft yellow color, drill several different-size holes, and add plastic mice at different stages of entry and exit. For safety, use battery-operated candles for lighting. Adam Albright Choo, choo, choose pumpkins with a similar size and shape. Cut out the wheels and windows, then paint the train cars. This cute-as-pie idea is
more costly than fear-what a joy! Advertising Advertising Carson Downing free Frankenstein template Create a Frankenstein monster that is goofy and fun carved. Our free pumpkin carving template makes this pumpkin pattern simple and fun for all ages. Pumpkin carving knife is the only tool that you have to get this stencil cut into pumpkin. Adam Albright Felt wings and ears secured toothpicks to transform
tiny pumpkins into bad-cute bats. from the eyes then hold the red sewing pins through through from each to create beads stares. The coat of black paint on the bodies makes the eyes seem to shine even during the day. Jason Donnelly Walking Dead fans rejoice-my free pumpkin template for you. Create a creepy zombie hand with an illuminated background for a shaded and creepy design. Use lumpy and
bumpy pumpkins to complete the undead look. Advertising Brie Passano This pumpkin owl design is anything but scary! Details of this free pumpkin template include leaves, flowers and polka dots. Use drilling and carving tools ($10, Lowes) to bring this free pumpkin design to life. Adam Albright Get free eye templates Simple but dramatic is the mantra with these big-eyed jack-o'-lanterns. Choose your
favorite eyes from our five templates or freehand pairs. Set pumpkins in the shade area so they look like creatures peering out to trick-or-treaters. Use faux flashing candles ($10, Pottery Barn) to avoid fire hazards. Brie Passano This dragon pumpkin design breathes fire that looks so realistic once the candle is placed inside. This design plays with a combination of scraping and full carving for different
amounts of light in different shapes. Children who plan to dress up as a knight in a glowing armor costume will love this simple pumpkin carving. Advertising We*like* this pumpkin-carving design-and your Halloween trick-or-treaters will too! This positive pumpkin design is sure to make guests smile, and maybe you'll even get a thumbs up on your creative Halloween decorations. Greg Scheidemann A little
funny and a little creepy, these witch's legs stand tall with black paint, ribbon, and shallow carving, courtesy of tool gouging tools. This pumpkin design will perfectly highlight your existing Halloween witch decor. Helen Norman One easy way to pump up a traditional pumpkin: Forget orange and try colorful pumpkins instead. Here, the green pumpkin transforms the traditional triangle face and crooked smile
into an interesting focal point. Advertising Brie Passano Free angry pumpkin template This angry pumpkin has teeth, pupils, and shaky eyebrows that create festive and creepy pumpkins. Use a pumpkin saw and our free pumpkin carving template to get the look for your front entry this fall. Do not forget to put a candle inside to illuminate the face. Adam Albright What's better than one smile cat face
pumpkin? Little mouse pumpkin to pair with it! Download the patterns for these cute critters below. After carving a kitten, be sure to attach some black felt ears to make her extra cute. Adam Albright Get Halloween Templates A new twist on traditional pumpkin carvings comes with a kindly kind trio of pumpkin ideas. Monster-inspired but without a scary edge, these simple pumpkin carving patterns are the
perfect complement to good-natured seasonal decorating. Create one or group them all together to spice up your front input trick-or-treaters. Advertising Greg Scheidemann If you have more carvings in your home, then these stupid pumpkin pumpkins Ideas are ideal for each of them to create a unique design. This grouping is forgiving of all the flaws, with wide smiles, big eyes, and goofy expressions–try
one or all of our ideas for pumpkin cheeks to carv out. Alexandra Grablewski To these pretty monogrammed Halloween pumpkins, first, decide whether you want to use the initials of your wishes or the initials of each family member's name. Let each person choose their own pumpkin for different colors and sizes. Keeping everything in the same font will give your family a Weasley pumpkin-sweater vibe. If
you want, print the letters in different fonts to shuffle them. trail on the pumpkin and carved or smoud out. Andy Lyons lit up the trail for trick-or-treaters this Halloween with miniature pumpkin luminarias. Small to medium sized pumpkins work perfectly for this simple carving idea—just hang a row of these carved faces along the pavement using heavy-gauge wire and shepherd's hooks. Instead of battery-
operated lights, skip the candles. Advertising Greg Scheidemann Your little ones will love the good-natured expression of this simple pumpkin carving idea. A simple pattern makes it easy to cut out teeth, above-ground nose and expressive eyebrows. For long-lasting light, consider battery-powered candles. Adam Albright Get a free vampire pattern This smiling vampire template might seem scary at first,
but it's a friendly, funny monster: just look at that smile! With a hooked nose and dramatic eyebrows, this vampire pumpkin is all fun and games. If you want this vampire, just use our stencil as a guide. Diane Starkey Boo, see you! For this idea of emoji pumpkin carving, don't just do some ghost-use your favorite emoji instead! The playful ghost emoji will be a haunting accent for your Halloween home.
Bonus: Our ghost template is perfect for pumpkin decorators who would rather etch than carb their designs. Advertising Blaine Ditches Take a simple pumpkin carving pattern, add flowers and greenery, and voila: floral-enhanced jack-o'-lanterns! Happy faces are quickly carved and cheerful colours give this autumn duo a light and bright touch. Attach accents with pins, toothpick or glue to adorable smiling
pumpkins. Peter Krumhardt This simple pumpkin carving idea is a great way to welcome visitors to your home this Halloween season. Remove the stems from the pumpkin (except the top). Trace the template number on the pumpkin using a craft knife. Then, chisel the pumpkin skin from stenciled numbers, revealing lighter pumpkin meat pod. Jay Wilde your kids will have fun helping to choose accents for
this simple pumpkin carving idea. Transfer the pattern to the pumpkin and cut out. Be sure to cut the lid with a zigzag edge. Wind wire around the feet of artificial crows ($14, Target), and place them as needed. Stick the wire ends up in the pumpkin to secure the birds in place (you can also use fake mice or rats as other seasonal accents). Advertising Jay Wilde Giving Cat pumpkin something to chase.
Complete the pumpkin display with a fun dispersion of mice with our free pumpkin carving templates. Group multiple mice into one large pumpkin or carve out individual pumpkins for more flexibility in the final arrangement. Steven Randazzo Make quick work of simple pumpkin carving with every favorite tool: a drill. Start with a quick sketch of your design and use a drill with a small piece to create evenly
spaced holes for the pumpkin. Tuck into the strand of LED lights for constant lighting. Lighting.
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